TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #803

NEW: COR. 33 14S 210 W, WM.

HISTORICAL:

Book 3S Page 62
MAP 8-118

CONDITION
POOR

FOUND:
Bottom of spruce limb was below a rotted off fence post. Limb had been painted by a tool—
an axe or knife—and driven in the ground. Top of the spruce limb was rotted away. NO BEARING TREES.
WERE FILED IN THE COUNTY RECORDS. We found no legible evidence of bearing trees in the
surrounding area. The position of the corner was established by Transit and Chain.

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

CONCRETE & TILE

1 SET 2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap Marked as sketched at left of pc.
"x "x " 84" Hat Section
N. # North 2" feet

NEW ACCESSORY:

2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap
Bearing trees have yellow reference tags with "Do Not Cut" tags
BT-14 Spruce
BT-14" Hemlock

S 60° E 6 20 feet
S 73° W 81 36 feet

COMMENTS: 24" Creek is 25 feet West of Corner.
The same creek is also 32 feet South of the Corner. Corner is in
North-South fence line. SET AN 8" TIER AROUND 2" I.P.
AND FILLED IT WITH CEMENT FEB/32 REFF ARNOLD

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Al Dancer
Alma Arthur
George Ulrey

February 1972

DATE: 4/30/69

PHOTO#: 15120

COUNTY CORNER TAG AFFIXED.

TITLE: OSWALD